Get a Room: 23 Hotels That Are Perfect For Vacation Sex

Without a doubt, all vacations have the capacity to be erotic. Whether you are on a secluded island or just isolating yourself in your hotel room, removal from the daily hustle and bustle of life can lead to letting go of inhibitions and embracing a touch of debauchery. That said, some places lend themselves more to getting frisky. And while some like to spend their trips eating divine food or seeing historical architecture, a lot of us just want to turn off the world and get busy. All day. So, here are some locations around the world where having a frisky time is a sure bet, complete with all the naughty accompaniments you could ever need. And when you finally come up for air, you'll find each one has all the comforts you could ever want — from a bar with killer drinks to a sublime dinner or a dip in a pool — within, oh, thirty yards or so of your room.

Mahekal Beach Resort in Playa del Carmen, Mexico

Want to get frisky in the wild? Or skinny-dip in seclusion? You’ll get both here. This resort is nestled between the dense Riviera Maya jungle and Playa del Carmen’s longest stretch of beach. For the tech-lovers, this spot may scare you at first – it offers the unplugged vacation experience, you won’t find TVs in rooms, so the only distractions are the outdoors and each other. A great option is the Ocean Front villas (just 10 steps from the water), where guests soak in personal cold plunges before hopping in the steamy rain shower with a river stone floor that accommodates two. The private terrace with swinging hammocks offer a perfect place for stargazing (and other activities) After heating things up, duos retreat to the VIP therapy room (nested amid lush colorful gardens and natural cenotes) for a couples’ massage at the Mayan-inspired Revive Spa — aiding privacy with a dedicated bath area, outdoor shower, freestanding bathtub complete with candles and flower petals, and exclusive access to the Zen Garden.